NOSHOK ANNOUNCES NEW INDUSTRIAL RTD’S

Berea, Ohio (August 28, 2013) NOSHOK’s new probe type Industrial RTDs are available in 2, 3 or 4-wire circuit configurations in single or dual elements, and with a variety of fitting sizes and probe diameters.

These general purpose RTD probes feature PVC or PTFE lead wires and are ideal for OEM applications including chemical processing, textile production, automotive, plastics processing and HVAC.

Features and options include:

- When used in conjunction with a thermowell, the probe can be replaced without the possibility for leakage
- 1/2” NPT welded process fitting standard, other sizes and adjustable fittings are available
- RTD PT100 Ω Class B standard, others available
- Connection heads are available which meet NEMA requirements for indoor or outdoor use providing protection against dust, rain, splashing and hose-directed water
- Multiple electrical connections are available including 1/2” NPT conduit with 36” cable, 36” integral cable, 1/2” NPT conduit with 6” flying leads, M12 x 1 (5-pin), 3-pin RTD plug and M12 X 1 (8-pin)

If you have questions regarding NOSHOK products or services, please contact our Customer Support department at 440.243.0888.

NOSHOK, Inc. is a leading supplier of pressure, level, temperature and force measurement instrumentation, along with needle & manifold valves, serving major industries around the world. Products include pressure gauges, pressure and temperature transmitters, transducers & indicators, pressure switches, needle valves, manifold valves, pressure snubbers, bimetal thermometers, force measurement sensors and diaphragm seals. These products meet and exceed the application requirements of OEMs and industrial users seeking exceptional quality, reliability and value.